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About Us and 
Our Journey



About Us…
• South of Scotland Enterprise, SOSE for short

• A dedicated economic development agency for the South 

• A public body – For the South, BY the South, IN the South

• Established in response to the  unique economic 
opportunities and challenges facing the South 

• Covering D&G and Scottish Borders Council areas

• A Team Player – working with and bringing others together

• Led by a Board with a broad range of interests and brimming with 
enthusiasm and passion



South of Scotland Enterprise Act 2019
Our Overarching aims

FURTHER THE SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC
AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF 

THE SOUTH OF SCOTLAND

IMPROVE THE AMENITY 
AND ENVIRONMENT

OF THE SOUTH OF SCOTLAND



OUR VISION OUR MISSION
We will work with the people and 
businesses in communities right 
across the South of Scotland to 
grow its economy by providing 

investment, expertise and 
mentoring, we’ll inspire the region 

to think bigger, and unlock 
significant opportunities for all.

To establish
the South of Scotland 

as a centre of opportunity, 
innovation and growth.

What We Are Here To Do



…promoting the 
economy in its 
widest sense

…here to build for 
the long term

…working with you on 
an ongoing basis

…place based, 
working with and 

across communities

…a new and 
louder voice 
for the South

…responsive 
decision making

…passionate about 
promoting fair work, 

across all we do

… tailoring our support to 
your needs

…driven by a 
board that is 

passionate about 
the South

Here to be 
Different…

We are…



Our Focus and 
Achievements 

to Date



Our Focus and Achievements to Date
• Supported the South through COVID  - influencing and helping 

our businesses and communities to access key Scottish Government 
COVID Grants

• Growing our organisation, capacity, capabilities and offer – our 
ability to deliver for you

• Looking beyond COVID, providing support and expertise to 
anyone who may need it 

• Leading on and supporting major development projects across the 
region

• Supporting enterprises on their Fair Work and Just Transition to 
Net Zero journeys

• Establishing and taking bold decisions on key strategic 
partnerships – long term commitments and funding

• Engaged in shaping future direction of our economy – through the 
Regional Economic Partnership and Regional Economic Strategy

• Taken a leadership role – influencing national policy and approaches –
amplifying the voice of and championing the South’s interest



Looking to 
the Future



Regional Economic Strategy and 
Delivery Plan

Sets out a vision – ‘South  Star’ – and 
strategic priorities for the region

SOSE Action Plan

Sets out SOSE’s focus, priorities and 
contribution to the RES vision

SOSE Operating Plan

Details how we will 
direct our resources to 
achieve our priorities

Annual 
Performance 

Report

10 Year

3 Years

1 Year

Regional 
Economic 

Partnership

SOSE

SOSE

Looks 
Ahead…

Produced 
by…

Plan / Strategy

New National Strategy for Economic 
Transformation

Establishes  national priorities for 
Scotland’s economy

10 Year
Scottish 

Government

The Economic 
Strategy 

Landscape



A Vision for the South of Scotland

“We will be a region of opportunity and 
innovation – where natural capital drives 

green growth, ambition and quality of
life rivals the best in the UK, communities 

are empowered and cultural identity is 
cherished, enabling those already here to 
thrive and attracting a new generation to 

live, work, visit, learn and invest in the 
South of Scotland.”

A Green, Fair and 

Flourishing South of 

Scotland by 2031

https://sosrep.dumgal.gov.uk/


A Framework 
for Action

https://sosrep.dumgal.gov.uk/


Our Action Plan
• Our Act requires us to make a plan of the things we intend 

to do to meet our aims – Our Action Plan

• We will also make clear how what we will be doing 
supports delivery of the RES

• Our first Action Plan will look 3 years ahead to 2025

• We will seek to keep it plain English and user friendly

• Our Act requires us to consult with those across the 
region before making our Plan

• Engagement Tour a key element of what we will be doing 
to listen to those who live, work and operate across the 
South of Scotland



Where We Are Looking to Make a Difference
• Enabling and supporting those in our region to

• think bigger, grow and expand

• embrace change and innovate

• develop and take forward new ideas  

• Unlocking and maximising future economic opportunities – Digital, Natural 
Capital and Energy

• Championing Fair Work and supporting employers on their journey

• Driving change and providing support to accelerate a Just Transition to Net 
Zero



Where We Are Looking to Make a Difference
• Securing inward investment and boosting international trade and export –creating 

the right conditions, shouting louder, raising ambitions and being more proactive

• Supporting the delivery of planned investments as part of the Borderlands 
Inclusive Growth Deal and Edinburgh and South East Scotland Growth Deal

• Developing the capacity and confidence of enterprising communities, enabling 
them to drive change from the bottom up

• Reaching, supporting and unleashing the potential of our women, young people, 
and those too often overlooked

• Influencing national policy and approaches – amplifying the voice of the South



What We Know We Need To Do To Get There
• Engage and sense check our thinking with the people who live, 

work and operate across the South

• Continue to grow our capabilities, recruiting to key positions

• Increase awareness and extend our reach

• Continue working in Partnership and build relationships

• Set out and commit to what we will do in our first Action Plan

• Develop our performance framework so we can measure our 
impacts – with a focus on what matters



What do you think the 

priorities should be for our 

economy?



www.southofscotlandenterprise.com
0300 304 8888
Enquiries to corporate.relations@sose.scot

@sosenterprise

South of Scotland Enterprise

@sosenterprise_

South of Scotland Enterprise

Contact us

Keep up to date


